








“Things like even software verification, this has been the Holy 

Grail of computer science for decades but now in some very 

key areas, for example, driver verification we’re building tools 

that can do actual proof about the software 

and how it works in order to guarantee the reliability.” 

 

̶  Bill Gates, April 18, 2002 
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“The solution proposed by the authors does not 

obviously solve the … problem at all.” 

“In fact this… does not afford a real stereo 

echo cancellation…” 

“In the practical problem, pre-training makes no 

improvement… This principle is basic and understood, 

and on these grounds I find I cannot recommend this paper.” 

“This paper comes up with an idea which… has some 

serious drawbacks for realistic scenarios.” 



Magic can happen when visionary 

product development and world-class 

research work hand-in-hand. 

There is a thin line between a visionary 

product and science fiction. 

Sensible researchers will often 

avoid trying to do science fiction. 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hsG1BgZTNrk
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Disruptive Blue Sky 

Mission-focused Sustaining 





~20% within 30 days 

~35% within 90 days 

$17.4B cost to Medicare 

Weight Feature description Frequency 
0.68398 Dx0->2 = Excessive vomiting in pregnancy 0.31% 

0.61306 Dx3->2 =  Personal history of malignant neoplasm 0.28% 

0.58281 Dx0->2 = Heart failure 0.30% 

0.56708 Dx0->1 = Nephritis, nephrotic syndrome, and nephrosis 0.09% 

0.56649 Dx3->2 = Heart failure 0.28% 

0.54663  Complaint sentence contains ''suicidal'' 0.17% 

0.48415 Dx1->2 = Disorders of function of stomach 0.07% 

0.47257 Dx5->0 = Diseases Of The Genitourinary System 0.15% 

0.46136 Dx0->2 = Chronic airway obstruction, not elsewhere classified 0.10% 

0.44555 Dx4->2 = Depressive disorder, not elsewhere classified 0.10% 

0.44257 Stayed 14 hours in the ER 0.10% 

0.43890 Dx0->1 = Other psychoses 0.32% 

0.43513 Dx0->0 = Diseases Of The Blood And Blood-Forming Organs 0.46% 

0.42582  Complaint sentence contains ''dialysis'' 0.19% 

0.41888 Dx0->2 = Depressive disorder, not elsewhere classified 0.27% 

0.41302 Dx1->1 = Nephritis, nephrotic syndrome, and nephrosis 0.29% 

0.38506  Complaint sentence contains ''fluid'' 0.10% 

0.37474  69 < Age 9.22% 







All groups do “fuzz testing,” 
mandated by the Security 
Development Lifecycle. 

Every security patch costs Microsoft 

alone one million dollars.  

Traditional random fuzz testing 

can’t catch this bug:  
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First Smartest 

Responsive Best 




